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Background. Accidents analyses and research conducted in simulated or real flight
conditions indicated that inattentional deafness (ID) to auditory alarms could take place
in the cockpit [1, 3]. Previous findings indicated that single trial event related potentials
analyses over the electrophysiological signals could be used to detect ID [6]. However,
a more relevant approach to improve flight safety would be to predict the occurrence
of this phenomenon, thus paving the way to the design of “adaptive cockpit”. To that
end, a relevant approach is to measure shift in neural oscillations as a measure of atten-
tion [2]. In the present study, we propose to predict ID in a flight simulator by assessing
the engagement ratio computed from pre-stimulus EEG signals. This ratio aggregates
three main frequency bands (alpha, beta, theta) [5] and has been shown to be related
to episodes of ID [4].
Method. An experiment was conducted with five pilots who had to perform a crit-
ical landing in a motion flight simulator. Along with the flying tasks, the volunteers
had to press the sidestick trigger when they heard a rare auditory sound (“the alarm”:
1250Hz, 80 sounds) interleaved with a frequent sound (1000Hz, 320 sounds) they had
to ignore. A 32-electrode Biosemi ActiveTwo system was used to collect EEG signals
recorded at 512 Hz. Continuous EEG signals were first re-referenced using two mastoid
electrodes. Then, 1 second EEG epochs were extracted before onset of rare sounds.
Epochs were split in two sets according to the pilot’s behavioral responses: hit or miss.
For each epoch and electrode, the following engagement ratio was computed: beta [13 30
Hz] / (alpha [8 12 Hz] plus theta [4 8 Hz]) according to [5]. This resulted in 32 measures
per epoch, which were sent as features to a shrinkage linear discriminant analysis (sLDA)
to discriminate hit versus miss epochs. Finally a 5-fold cross-validation procedure, with
a balanced number of trials per class, assessed classification performances.
Results and discussion. Our experiment revealed that inattentional deafness to
single auditory alarm could take place as the pilots missed a mean number of 46.2 alarms.
Our results disclosed classification performances higher than chance level (mean=0.62,
1
std=0.027 -see figure 1, left) to predict the occurrence of ID using the EEG engagement
ratio. Interestingly enough, the mean accuracy score to predict ID was higher for the
engagement ratio that the mean accuracy score for each frequency separately (mean
accuracy classification for alpha=0.53, theta=0.53, and beta=0.58). Consistently with
previous findings [4], we observed higher ratio values before episodes of ID (see figure
2, right), especially in temporal areas. Taken together, these results indicate that the
engagement ratio is a relevant feature to assess pilot’s auditory performance and could
be used for adaptive “alarm” (eg. dynamic modification of the alarm modality) and
neurofeedback purposes.
Figure 1: Left: Balanced classification accuracy (Hit versus Miss) for each subject.
Right: Topographic map of a scalp, representing difference of engagement ratio between
hit and miss (difference=hit minus miss), averaged over subjects.
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